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Abstract—Ensuring the correctness and reliability of the
Internet of Things system is the key to the advancement of the
Internet of Things project. It is very necessary to fully inspect
the Internet of Things system before it is actually deployed, so
as to find the errors and defects in the system design as soon as
possible and make improvements. Compared with
conventional simulation and testing, the formal method has
the advantages of low cost, short cycle and simple steps, which
provides efficient support for the inspection and analysis of the
Internet of Things system before deployment. Based on the
stateful timed communication sequence process (STCSP), we
consider the formal modeling framework for the Internet of
things system from the perspective of external environment
input and system architecture. We then propose a hierarchical
formal modeling method for the Internet of things system
oriented to user behavior. Taking the elderly home monitoring
application scene as an example, as the input of the external
environment, the user behavior and its implementation object
are combined into a whole for modeling, so as to keep the two
states in sync, restrict each other, and avoid unrealistic
sequence of activities. From the perspectives of perception
mode, communication mode, predefined rules and application
services, we have completed the hierarchical modeling of the
three-layer architecture of the Internet of Things system, that
is, perception layer, middle layer and application layer. Finally,
the model verification tool PAT analyzes and verifies the above
model from the aspects of security, accessibility, and system
consistency. This method provides scientific basis for the
correctness inspection and reliability analysis of the Internet
of Things system before deployment in the Internet of Things
project.

Keywords—Internet of things system; Formal modeling;
User behavior; STCSP; PAT; Home monitoring for the elderly

I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things system is a complex system, and
ensuring its correctness and reliability is the key to the
advancement of the Internet of Things project. Therefore, it
is very necessary to fully inspect the system before it is
actually deployed, so as to find the errors and defects in the
system design as soon as possible and make improvements
[1]. At present, the common methods for system inspection
include software testing, simulation and formal methods [2].
Compared with the first two methods, formal methods have
the advantages of low cost, short cycle and simple steps. As
an efficient means of pre-deployment inspection of Internet

of Things systems, formal methods have received
widespread attention in recent years.

For the formal research of the Internet of Things system,
most of the existing documents focus on the application
service of the Internet of Things. The modeling of the
Internet of Things service is completed from the aspects of
service functions [3], service resources [4-5], service
business processes [6] and service interaction [7] through
hybrid system theory, process algebra, Petri net, UML,
finite automata and other methods. The hierarchical formal
modeling of the Internet of Things system is not carried out
from the perspective of system design, starting from the
three-layer general architecture of the Internet of Things,
that is, perception layer, network layer and application layer.
From the perspective of architecture, services belong to the
application layer, so the existing literature focuses on the
application layer, pays less attention to the perception layer
and the network layer, and has not yet involved the
perception mode and communication mode of the Internet
of Things system, which is exactly the important
description information of the Internet of Things system,
and it is very necessary to integrate into the formal
modeling of the Internet of Things system.

In addition, the modeling of the Internet of Things
system in the existing literature is mostly based on the
perception of the physical environment, such as real-time
perception of indoor air temperature, air humidity, light
brightness, object position [4-5,8-9], etc., and does not take
more account of the dynamic behavior of users. In fact,
most of the Internet of Things application systems are user-
centered, and Internet of Things services often interact with
users, for example, daily household behaviors of the elderly
living alone such as going to the toilet and bathing, learning
behaviors of minor children such as reading books and
listening to online classes, and treatment behaviors of
hospitalized patients such as bed rest and infusion. The user
behaviors in these scenes need more attention, such as the
long toilet time for the elderly living alone, the long study
time for minor children, and the long bed time for
hospitalized patients, which may have hidden dangers and
require real-time monitoring and timely warning. Therefore,
the modeling of user behaviors is very important in the
formal research of Internet of Things system. However, in
the existing literature, the modeling of the Internet of
Things system oriented to the above user behaviors is rarely
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involved. It is more based on the acquisition of relevant
data information by some wearable devices and then the
extraction of some valuable characteristic values through
digital signal processing methods, thus realizing the
judgment of user behaviors such as falling, walking slowly,
running, etc. [10-12]. However, this is only the perception
of user behavior, and it is not integrated into the Internet of
Things system, so it does not complete the modeling of user
behavior from the perspective of the system. If the behavior
is taken as the external input of the system, the behavior
information such as the occurrence place, sequence,
duration, etc. need to be described in the specific modeling
of the behavior, instead of merely sensing the behavior.

For this reason, based on the stateful timed
communication sequence process (STCSP), we consider the
modeling method for the Internet of things system from the
perspective of external environment input and system
architecture. We then propose a hierarchical modeling
framework for the Internet of things system oriented to user
behavior, and take the elderly home monitoring application
scenario as an example to give a specific modeling process.
Then, the model is analyzed and verified by the model
checking tool PAT, which provides scientific basis for the
correctness check and reliability analysis of Internet of
Things system before deployment.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
proposes a hierarchical modeling framework for Internet of
Things system oriented to user behavior, from the aspects
of environmental input and system architecture. In Section
III, taking the elderly home monitoring application scenario
as an example, the specific modeling method is given.
Section IV analyzes and verifies the correctness and
reliability of the above modeling method based on the PAT
platform. Section V summarizes the full text and discusses
the next research work.

II. HIERARCHICAL MODELING FRAMEWORK FOR
INTERNET OF THINGS SYSTEM ORIENTED TO USER

BEHAVIOR

A. Specific Application Scene of Internet of Things System
At present, China has entered an aging society, with an

increasing number of empty-nest elderly. The health and

safety of the elderly at home have attracted extensive
attention from all walks of life. The Internet of Things
provides technical support for home monitoring with its
advantages of real-time sensing and wireless transmission.
Taking the application scenario of the Internet of Things for
home monitoring of the elderly as an example, the
application requirements of the scenario are as follows:
monitoring the indoor gas concentration, smoke
concentration, formaldehyde concentration and other home
environmental indicators through a gas sensor, once
exceeding a set threshold, alarming in time to prevent
accidents; Monitoring the body temperature, blood pressure,
heart rate and other physiological indexes of the elderly
family members through wearable devices, and informing
the elderly family members, their guardians and community
family doctors in time if they are not within the normal
threshold range; Real-time monitoring of bathing behavior,
toilet behavior and sleep behavior of elderly people at home,
once the duration exceeds the set normal threshold, they are
all unsafe factors and must be reminded in time to prevent
accidents. From the above, it can be seen that the most
important thing is to monitor the daily life of the elderly at
home. This paper takes this as an example to focus on the
formal modeling of Internet of Things system oriented to
user behavior.

B. Modeling Framework
According to the above scenario, when formally

modeling this kind of Internet of Things system, the user
behavior should be modeled first, and the user behavior can
be regarded as the external environment input of the system.
At the same time, the application layer of this kind of
system is mainly based on early warning and reminding,
with high real-time requirements. Therefore, attention
should be paid not only to the modeling of the application
layer, but also to the perception of user behavior and the
judgment of warning behavior, that is, to model the system
from the perspective of the overall system architecture. In
the following, taking the above application scenario as an
example, the formal modeling framework of this kind of
internet of things system is given from the aspects of
environmental input and system architecture respectively,
as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. User behavior oriented hierarchical formal modeling framework for internet of things system
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1) Environmental input modeling
The modeling of environmental input mainly refers to

the modeling of Internet of Things system from the
perspective of user behavior input. The environment
emphasized in reference [8-9] is mostly static physical
environment, while the emphasis here is on input
environment, that is, external user behavior. User behavior
does not exist in isolation, and it has its implementation
objects. Therefore, it is necessary to integrate the user
behavior and its implementation objects into a whole for
modeling, so that user behavior can keep synchronization
with the state of its implementation objects. At the same
time, modeling the implementation object can also restrict
user behavior and avoid unrealistic sequence of actions in
the model. The occurrence of user behavior is described in
terms of location, sequence, duration, etc., all of which
must be reflected in the modeling information.
2) System architecture modeling

The modeling of the system architecture is to model the
Internet of Things system from the perspective of system
design, starting from three levels of the Internet of Things
system, that is perception layer, middle layer and
application layer. The perception layer modeling is mainly
to model the various sensors in the perception layer,
including perception mode and communication mode. How
the sensor senses information, whether it is periodic
perception or event-driven perception, how the sensor
transmits information, whether it is synchronous
communication or asynchronous communication, these
need to be reflected in the modeling information. The
middle layer modeling is mainly to model the predefined
rules of the system. For example, under what circumstances
the user behavior will be given an early warning, this needs
to be based on certain rules and meet certain conditions,
then these rules and conditions must be modeled.
Application layer modeling is to model various application
services of the system, such as early warning service,
reminder service, etc.

III. HIERARCHICAL MODELING METHOD FOR INTERNET
OF THINGS SYSTEM ORIENTED TO USER BEHAVIOR

CSP [13] (Communication Sequential Processes, CSP)
is a communication sequential process method in process
algebra, which is used to describe the specification and
design of distributed concurrent software systems. The
Internet of Things system is a distributed concurrent system,
so CSP can be used to complete the formal modeling of the
Internet of Things system. TCSP (Timed CSP, TCSP) is a
formal language formed by adding time-related operations
on the basis of CSP, while STCSP (Stateful Timed CSP,
STCSP) is an extension of TCSP and supports formal
modeling of hierarchical real-time systems [14]. Therefore,
this paper completes hierarchical formal modeling of
Internet of Things systems through STCSP. Due to limited
space, the relevant syntax of STCSP will not be repeated
here. According to the modeling framework in Section 2
above, a specific method for hierarchical modeling of
Internet of Things system oriented to user behavior is given

from the aspects of environmental input and system
architecture.

A. Environmental Input Modeling
The modeling of environmental input is completed from

two aspects of user behavior and its implementation objects.
1) Modeling user behavior

User behaviors are diverse and often unpredictable, so
we only need to focus on user behaviors related to system
requirements and model them, and the rest can be ignored.
Taking the Internet of Things system for home monitoring
of the elderly as an example, it is necessary to pay special
attention to the activities of users entering and leaving the
room, while the behaviors of users opening and closing the
door can be ignored.

The specific process of modeling user behavior is as
follows:

Step 1: Analyze the user behaviors related to the system
requirements and abstract each user behavior into an event.

Step 2: Classify all behaviors according to the location
where the behaviors occur, and model each class as a
different process, where specific behaviors are modeled as
events in the process, and associate different processes by
adding location transfer in the model.

For user behaviors that may occur in any location, such
as user fainting, this type of behavior can be added to the
user behavior processes in each location respectively, or it
can be individually packaged into a process, and
appropriate operations can be selected to compound the
process with the user behavior processes in different
locations before.

Step 3: Combine these processes to get a model of user
behavior.

Special attention is paid to the fact that all possible
activity sequences of user behaviors can be generated by
adopting model checking technology for the built model.
When modeling a single process, it is necessary to consider
that the sequence of user behaviors in the system is
uncertain. When modeling, appropriate operations should
be selected to appropriately combine the abstracted events
so as to specify all possible event sequences.

Taking the Internet of Things system for home
monitoring of the elderly as an example, there are three
places where user behavior occurs, namely washroom,
bedroom and outdoor, and each place establishes a process.
After entering the washroom, you can go to the toilet, open
the shower to take a bath, or perform other activities, and
the STCSP model of the washroom scene in the system is
shown in (1).

om();User_BedroomexitWashRo []                              
oom()User_WashR wandering[]                              

oom()User_WashR owerTap turnOffSh[]                              
oom()User_WashRwerTap turnOnSho[]                              

oom()User_WashRstandUp []                              
oom()User_WashRtsitOnToile= oom()User_WashR










(1)
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This model encapsulates all the user's events in the
washroom into the process oomUser_WashR , which
randomly selects one event to execute. For example, select
to execute event tsitOnToile first and then execute event
standUp . In addition, location transfer is added to the model,
that is, if event omexitWashRo occurs, process

omUser_Bedro will control the occurrence of subsequent
events, and then only the activities in the bedroom can be
executed, so that the unrealistic sequence of activities like

 turnOnTapRoomexitShower  will not occur.
Similarly, we can get the STCSP model

omUser_Bedro and deUser_Outsi for bedroom scenes and
outdoor scenes. Since user behaviors do not occur at the
same time and one of them is selected to be executed at a
certain moment, so the operator "[]" is used to compound to
obtain the user behavior model, as shown in (2):

ide(); User_Outs[] oom() User_BedR[] oom()User_WashR= )UserBehav( (2)

2) Modeling user behavior implementation objects
By modeling the implementation object of user behavior,

user behavior can be constrained, so that user behavior can
keep synchronization with the state of the implementation
object, and unrealistic sequence of activities in the model
can be avoided.

Taking the Internet of Things system for home
monitoring of the elderly as an example, in the washroom
scene of the system, if several events t sitOnToile in the
process oomUser_WashR are continuous executed, it is not
in line with the reality of life, so the toilet needs to be
modeled in order to constrain the user behavior. The toilet
model is shown in (3):

t();sitOnToilestandUptsitOnToile= Toilet()  (3)

In the above process Toilet , if event
t sitOnToile occurs, then event t sitOnToile cannot occur

until event standUp occurs.
Similarly, the shower faucet needs to be modeled. The

shower faucet model is shown in (4):

 );ShowerTap( owerTap turnOffSh werTap turnOnSho= )ShowerTap(  (4)

User behavior needs to be synchronized with the state of
its implementation object. The essence of constraint
modeling is to model concurrent behavior, which can be
accomplished by the concurrent compounding of the user
behavior process and its implementation object entity
through the concurrent operator '||' in STCSP. For the
elderly home monitoring Internet of Things system, the user
behavior process UserBehav and the implementation
object entity Toilet and ShowerTap are compounded
concurrently through the operator '||' to obtain the
environmental input model pSystemEnvI , as shown in (5).

 );ShowerTap( ||Toilet() || () UserBehav= p()SystemEnvI (5)

In this model, the same event erTapturnOnShow of
process ShowerTap and process UserBehav are executed
concurrently, the same event tsitOnToile of process
Toilet and process UserBehav are executed concurrently,
and other different events are executed separately, which
avoids the continuous occurrence of events

erTapturnOnShow and tsitOnToile .

B. System Architecture Modeling
The system architecture of the Internet of Things is

modeled from the perception layer, the middle layer and the
application layer respectively.
1) Perception layer modeling

Modeling the sensing layer is mainly to model the
sensor. The sensor sends the sensed information to the
middle layer by monitoring the changes of the environment.
Each sensor is modeled as a process, and then all sensor
processes are combined to obtain a complete perception
layer model. The modeling of a single sensor mainly starts
from the sensor’s perception mode and communication
mode.

a) Modeling of perception mode
The perception modes of sensors include periodic

sensing, event-driven sensing, mixed sensing and other
modes, which can be selected according to the actual needs
of the system. Periodic perception mode is to collect
relevant information at regular intervals and describe it
through the time characteristics of STCSP. Event-driven
perception mode means that the sensor can sense relevant
context information only after an event occurs, and the if-
else process in STCSP is used for modeling. Mixed
perception mode refers to the perception mode that
integrates the first two modes. The modeling of mixed
perception mode can be completed by modeling periodic
perception mode and event-driven perception mode
respectively and then combining the two models.

Taking the Internet of Things system for home
monitoring of the elderly as an example, it is obtained by
periodically sensing the water flow through the vibration
sensor VSIR on the shower head to determine whether
someone is taking a bath in the washroom. The VSIR model
of the vibration sensor on the shower head is shown in (6).

VSIR_WR();;  Wait[15]                    
Skip);F-VSIR_WR.OFport!howerTap-[]turnOffS                      
Skip- VSIR_WR.ONport!werTap-(turnOnSho = VSIR_WR()




(6)

Wait[t] indicates that the system behavior is delayed by t
time units before execution. VSIR_WR, ON and OFF are
integer constants, where VSIR_WR is the ID of the
vibration sensor, and ON and OFF are the possible states of
the sensor. The above model indicates that after the
vibration sensor sends the sensed information to the middle
layer, it will continue to receive the sensed data after being
idle for another 5 time units.
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b) Modeling of communication mode
Sensors have different communication modes such as

synchronous communication or asynchronous message
transmission. In STCSP, Channel can be used to declare
synchronous channel or asynchronous channel to model
synchronous communication and asynchronous
communication respectively.

Taking the Internet of Things system for monitoring the
elderly home as an example, the presence of someone in the
washroom to use toilet is sensed by the pressure sensor
PSIR on the toilet. The model obtained by modeling its
synchronous communication is as shown in (7):

PSIR_WR();                     
 Skip);PTY-PSIR_WR.EMport!standUp- []                      

Skip-TTING PSIR_WR.SIport!et-(sitOnToil = PSIR_WR()
0;port  Channel


 (7)

Port is a synchronous channel, through which the
pressure sensor and the middle layer communicate
synchronously. The operator "-> >" indicates that the event
on the left is an emergency and must occur as soon as
possible, and the event cannot be cross-executed with other
events. PSIR_WR, SITTING and EMPTY are integer
constants, where PSIR_WR represents the ID of the
pressure sensor, SITTING and EMPTY are the possible
states of the sensor. In the above model, when someone
enters the washroom to use toilet, the PSIR sensor sends a
message SITTING to the middle layer; When no one is
using toilet in the washroom, the PSIR sensor sends a
message EMPTY to the middle layer.

c) Perception layer model
After modeling a single sensor in the system, a complete

sensing layer model can be obtained by selecting
appropriate logic to compound all sensor processes
according to the working relationship among the sensors.

Taking the Internet of Things system for home
monitoring of the elderly as an example, besides the
vibration sensor installed on the shower faucet and the
pressure sensor installed on the toilet in the washroom,
there is also an RFID reader deployed at the door of the
washroom to identify the user entering the washroom, and
the passive pyroelectric infrared sensors installed in the
washroom to detect whether there are people in the
washroom. The sensor processes are VSIR_WR (),
PSIR_WR (), RFID_WR () and PIR_WR (). Because each
sensor works independently in this system, it is
compounded with '|||', and the perception layer model is
shown in (8):

PSIR_WR()|||VSIR_WR()|||PIR_WR()|||RFID_WR() = SLayer() (8)

2) Middle layer modeling
After receiving the message from the perception layer,

the middle layer analyzes and processes the context
information according to the predefined rules, makes
corresponding decisions based on the analysis, and sends

the decisions to the application layer for execution. The
conditions of the predefined rules are propositions about
context variables, which can be modeled by daemons or
if-else processes. The modeling of context variables can be
achieved through shared variables in STCSP.

Taking the Internet of Things system for home
monitoring of the elderly as an example, for example,
STCSP is used to model the restriction rule that "users
should not use toilet for more than half an hour", as shown
in (9). It means that if the user spends more than 30 minutes
in the toilet, the message Act.SitLong is sent to the
application layer through the channel res.

Skip;  gAct.SitLonres!                 
1800)>SIR_WR]Duration[P &&                 

SITTING==[PSIR_WR]if(sensors = Rule2()



(9)

In a specific system, there are often more than one
predefined rule in the middle layer. Each predefined rule is
modeled as a process, and then all the rules are
compounded by appropriate compounding methods to
obtain the overall rule model.

For example, there are 4 rules in the Internet of Things
system for home monitoring of the elderly, namely Rule1,
Rule2, Rule3 and Rule4, and the sequential compounding
method is used to compound each rule process, then the
overall rule modeling is shown in (10).

Rule4(); Rule3(); Rule2(); Rule1(); = AllRules() (10)

3) Application layer modeling
The application layer makes corresponding decisions

according to the messages sent by the middle layer. When
modeling the application layer, we should focus on the
behaviors that affect users.

Taking the Internet of Things system for home
monitoring of the elderly as an example, the specific
decision made by the application layer is early warning and
reminder service. The specific modeling is shown in (11).

ALayer(); ); der(rid)DeactRemin Deact][status []                  
(rid)teReminderAct]Activa[status (.ridres?status = ALayer()


 (11)

The application layer receives a two-tuple rid)(status,
from the middle layer through the channel Res, where status
represents a command and rid is the ID of the reminder. The
application layer parses this and performs subsequent
operations according to the value of status. If the received
status is Act command, the system calls the
ActivateReminder(rid) process to activate the reminder rid
to the user. On the contrary, if the received status is Deact
command, the system calls the DeactReminder(rid) process,
and if the reminder rid is in the active state, the reminder rid
cancels the reminder.
4) System architecture model

A complete system architecture model can be obtained
by compounding the models of each layer. There are three
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kinds of cooperation relations between layers: sequential
relation, mixed relation and concurrent relation. The
sequential relation means that the components are executed
sequentially in sequence. Mixed relation means that the
execution of each component is independent of each other
and is not affected by each other. Concurrent relation means
that the same behaviors among components are executed
synchronously, while other behaviors are executed
independently. In STCSP, the operators ";", "|||" and "||" are
used to model these three relationships respectively.

Taking the Internet of Things system for home
monitoring of the elderly as an example, the cooperation
relationship between the various layers is executed
sequentially. Firstly, the sensor transmits the sensed data to
the middle layer, then the middle layer analyzes and
processes the data according to predefined rules to form a
decision and transmits the decision to the application layer,
and finally the application layer executes the decision. Its
system architecture model is shown in (12).

ALayer();MLayer();SLayer(); = SysArch() (12)

C. Complete System Model
By compounding the environmental input model and the

system architecture model, a complete system model is
obtained. There are the same events in the environmental
input model and the system architecture model, and these
same events are executed concurrently, so they are
compounded concurrently using the operator '||' to obtain
the system model System (), as shown in (13). In (13),
SystemEnvIp is the environmental input model and
SystemArch is the system architecture model.

 SysArch(); || SysEnvIp() = System() (13)

IV. ANALYSIS AND VERIFICATION OF INTERNET OF
THINGS SYSTEM BASED ON PAT

PAT [15-17] is an effective tool for concurrent real-time
system analysis and verification, which supports formal
modeling and automated verification based on STCSP. The
following takes the Internet of Things system of elderly
home monitoring as an example and gives detailed
verification process of the Internet of Things system based
on the PAT platform.

For the Internet of Things system of elderly home
monitoring, the verification is mainly carried out from three
aspects of safety, accessibility and consistency, as follows:

a) Security (no deadlock)
The deadlock-free verification model of the system

model System is shown in P1.

 ee;deadlockfr System()assert # (P1)

b) Accessibility
The key is to verify the accessibility of the reminder

service. The system must ensure that there are two
reminding services delivered to the user: One is to remind

the user to end the bath as soon as possible when the user's
bath time exceeds the set value; The other is to remind the
user to end the toilet as soon as possible when the user's
toilet time exceeds the set value. The models of these two
attributes are shown in P2.1 and P2.2 respectively.

der); minReStopShowerrLong= [](ShoweSystem() |assert #  (P2.1)

 ;tReminder)StandToile etLong[](SitToil |= System()assert #  (P2.2)

c) System consistency
Check whether the following inconsistencies occur in

the system: the user left the washroom, but the user location
information in the system still shows that the user is in the
washroom. The conflict state is defined to check whether
this inconsistency will occur in the system, and the model is
shown in P3.

ion;Contradict reaches System()assert #
 ); EMPTY== R_WR]Sensors[PI &&                                    

 WashRoom==ion (userLocation Contradict define#
(P3)

Through the PAT platform, the satisfiability verification
of the above properties is carried out. The verification
results are shown in Table I:

TABLE I. VERIFICATION RESULTS OF HOME MONITORING
INTERNET OF THINGS SYSTEM FOR THE ELDERLY

Nature Validation results Whether it meets expectations

P1 True Yes

P2.1 False No

P2.2 False No

P3 True No

The specific analysis is as follows:
P1: The verification result is True, which meets the

expectations, indicating that the system is safe without
deadlock.

P2.1 and P2.2: The verification results are both False,
neither of which meets the expectations. It indicates that the
system cannot deliver these two reminding services
accurately. The reason for this is that the system cannot
accurately monitor the user's location.

P3: The verification result is True, which does not meet
the expectations. The user's location information in the
system is inconsistent with the actual location, which
indicates that the system cannot accurately monitor the
user's location.

From the above analysis, it can be seen that the main
problem now is that the system cannot accurately monitor
the user's position. For this reason, the deployment of
sensors has been added to the system. Originally only one
infrared sensor was installed at the washroom entrance, and
now two sensors are installed to more accurately identify
that the user has entered the washroom.
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After improvement, the above properties are verified,
and the verification results are shown in Table II. It can be
seen from this that the improved system meets the user's
expectation and meets the predetermined requirements,
indicating that all the system defects discovered above have
been solved.

TABLE II. VERIFICATION RESULTS OF IMPROVED HOME
MONITORING INTERNET OF THINGS SYSTEM FOR THE ELDERLY

Nature Validation results Whether it meets expectations

P1 True Yes

P2.1 True Yes

P2.2 True Yes

P3 False Yes

V. CONCLUSION

Formal modeling and analysis of the Internet of Things
system is a key issue in the advancement of the Internet of
Things project. Based on the stateful timed communication
sequence process STCSP, we consider the formal modeling
method for the Internet of things system from the
perspective of external environment input and system
architecture. We then propose a hierarchical formal
modeling framework for the Internet of Things system
oriented to user behavior. Taking the elderly home
monitoring Internet of Things application scenario as an
example, the specific process of modeling is established,
and then the model checking tool PAT is used to analyze
and verify from the aspects of security, accessibility, system
consistency, etc. respectively. This modeling method
provides scientific basis for the correctness test and
reliability analysis of Internet of Things system before
deployment.

However, the modeling method proposed in this paper
still has the following shortcomings. First, when modeling
the sensors in the sensing layer, the individual sensors are
modeled separately and then combined, and part of the
work is repeated, especially when the system is large in
scale. It is inefficient, so you can consider componentizing
the sensor model to enhance the ease of use of the model
and facilitate the formal modeling of the system more
efficiently. The second is that the modeling method only
considers the single-user situation, and in practical
applications, most Internet of Things systems are multi-user
situations. In addition, various sensors introduced for real-
time sensing of user behaviors also bring the risks of
information exposure. Therefore, the analysis and
discussion of multi-user situation and privacy in the formal
modeling of Internet of Things systems are also the focus of
subsequent considerations.
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